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INTRODUCTION 

 

Oscillating between the urgency to express pain, anger or 

grief and the demands of voicing hope, harmony and peace, 

the August/September poets have offered us a florilegium 

of brilliant pieces.  

Congratulations to all the contestants! And many thanks to 

Dr Samson Abanni for standing in as an ad-hoc judge. 

 

Brigitte Poirson 

September 2021 
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HONOUR ROLL: AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2021 

 

OVERCOMER IBITEYE is a Nigerian 
poet, and writer. She won the Shuzia 
Prize for Poetry in August 2021. An 
alumnus of the SprinNG Writing 
Fellowship, Ibitoye’s works have 
appeared in the Litfest and Xpressit 
anthologies, Shuzia Magazine and TVO 
Tribe. She currently volunteers with 

literary communities to organize literary events. 

 

 

GLORIOUS KATE AKPEGAH is a Nigerian 

writer. Currently a medical student at the 

University of Calabar, Akpegah enjoys 

reading and writing poems. Some of her 

works are published or forthcoming in 

Spillwords, The Hearth, Pawners Paper, 

Petals and Pitfalls Anthology and her 

Instagram page @gloriousakpegah. 

 

JEWO OGHENETEGA is a Nigerian 

writer, poet, and spoken words artist. A 

self-described spiritual right activist and 

believer in the power of words, 

Oghenetega writes from Lagos, Nigeria.  
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JUNE/JULY 2021 TOP 10 

1. IBITEYE OVERCOMER IBIADURADARA 

2. GLORIOUS KATE AKPEGAH 

3. JEWO OGHENETEGA 

4. AYOBAMI KAYODE TIJANI AH'MAD 

5. BRYAN JOE OKWESILI 

6. ‘MBAGU VALENTINE 

7. OLAJUWON JOSEPH OLUMIDE 

8. HUSSANI ABDULRAHIM 

9. ABIONA MICHELLE ENIOLA 

10. SHOLA BALOGUN
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TO BLEED COLORS 

IBITEYE OVERCOMER IBIADURADARA, 1ST PRIZE WINNER 

 

The day your memories are fanned into a delta 

and offered as libation to the molten sunset 

is the day you start dying. 

Yesterday, I watched my shadow puncture its flesh with shards 

until it bled colors. 

Say, I'm a testament of broken rainbows, 

a unique shade of grief. 

Each pore opens like a quotation mark, 

-like a small, exclusive invite to pain- 

and closes with a comma, a pause, 

a peek into memories of breaking glass,  

jammed brakes and sequels of summersaults; 

of blood morphing into graffiti on windscreens. 

Maybe this is how it feels to carve a dead lover on your skin, 

to smoothen your bones with catacombs. 

Yesterday, I offered my breath to the sky 

and asked for peace in return. 

Instead, tiny droplets fell like the spittle of the gods, 

like the universe was handing me a damp rejection letter: 

"Sorry, your grief is too much for us to handle."  
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A BIRTH OF DISAPPOINTMENT 

GLORIOUS KATE AKPEGAH, 2ND PRIZE WINNER 

 

Once, I fell pregnant with expectation. 

The morning sickness was 

a chimera of camelot and cocaine, 

an aura with a  psychedelic effect..  

 

Gravid with the self-inflicted responsibility of holding stoutly 

to the fibres of presumptions,  

like an armless man, I craved for outcomes, 

outcomes casseroled only in the kitchen of my imaginations. 

 

Contractions with the strength of a hurricane heralded my labour,  

but I was delivered of bouncy disappointment. 

Hope prolapsed!  

Oh, Expectation! Why do you promise a man a loaf but feed him with 

crumbs? 

 

Now, in postpartum reflection,  

I see my daydreams of delight  

dangling from the noose 

of inordinate anticipation. 
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ECHOES OF EDEN  

JEWO OGHENETEGA, 3RD PRIZE WINNER 

 

These are tales of the beautiful contrast  

between darkness and light, brightness and shadows. 

 

Tales of how Death walked regally on streets carved  

out of dead dreams that hung from gallows. 

 

Of mortals subsumed by inimical ecstasy, and caught  

in the blood-soaked sheets of iniquity. 

 

Corroded friezes overlooking a cathedral of night,  

housing a choir chanting a creole of inequity. 

 

Rising to a crescendo that elicits exothermic reactions  

from the earth they once consumed. 

 

Raising a shock wave that hits the sea of blue above;  

pausing for a while only to be resumed. 

 

Echoes of an era of darkness prior to the renaissance  

which brought enlightening illumination. 

 

Like a master of the arts, painting enchanted souls on a canvas 

with life inspiring illustration. 

 

A reminder of the songs Adam sang to court Eve,  

in a symbiotic romance of love unrequited. 

 

Before the first man sinned, and lost immortality, as an eclipse  

walked into Eden's chambers, uninvited. 
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SOLIS OCCASUM - THE SETTING OF THE SUN.  

AYOBAMI KAYODE TIJANI AH'MAD 

 

Son, it isn't that the sun deprives us of  her majesty as she sets  

It's the nimbling nature of time that defines her breath,  

that defines her glitter amidst rustling leaves before dusk comes 

knocking.  

It's her showing that every living thing comes with veins filled with 

vulnerability.  

 

Setting isn't a letter of extinction for those who live on sun's cologne; 

Sunshine kissing the horizon, dipping her body into the highway-mirage,  

lowering herself behind a minaret,  

Sunset means the scattering of stars in the sky 

as night kneads her existence into our eyes -  

The sun is also a star.  

 

Tomorrow, with our beach-chair, we shall return to learn the art  

Of sunbathing from the colony of sea-lions and penguins  

Before our glasses become unhappy  

as the sun goes to where it hid yesterday,  

Before our skins crave for succour the night carries.  

 

To wave at the sun as she returns to her nest  

is conjuring the spirit of hope. 

Plants dancing to the heat oozing from the sun's mouth 

is another art of growth.  
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COMING HOME TO MYSELF 

BRYAN JOE OKWESILI  

 

When I mold a queer poem that breathes too easily, too freely,  

I choke it with all the pain of an unloved child.  

I begin with a bland metaphor strung around its neck too tightly,  

then I forget to untie.  

If it survives the night– like most of them do–  

I hang it out in the sun like stinky socks, and a rainbow appears.  

It is not magic. It is how to say everything is beautiful  

under the sun(I like this lie). 

June reminds me of scars.  

On my left wrist is a slash once open to myself.  

Say, I have searched for doors within.  

Say, I have opened myself to myself thrice and found more blood.  

And nothing. 

If I love the pointed pleasure of a girl's breast,  

I know I am un-living a truth; that I sing of the arrival of rain  

when I am but a scoop of salt. 

If I love a boy(not just between his thighs),  

then I have found something behind a door. 

Not a broom. Not an umbrella hued in blue. 

Say, myself. 

Me. 
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PAWNS IN THE GAME OF CHESS 

‘MBAGU VALENTINE  

 

We are the dice tossed at the center of a game of ludo, 

Where the politicos play monopoly with the economy: 

Bribing the people with baked promises and honest lies, 

While they bury the nation's coins in their greedy pockets. 

 

Like Halima whose body was perverted with punctuations of rape, 

Emeka's spirit was sacrificed by preachers of jungle justice; 

Segun lost his soul to the men on black for refusing to open his phone, 

Even Peter's first class denied him a job for not sowing seeds of bribery. 

 

We are the two sides of a coin: pawns in the game of chess. 

They play us like gambits: righteous looters on a call of duty; 

Tell Hauwa not to give up: the sun will soon smile to her, 

Encourage Musa to keep selling suya: the stars will someday patronize 

him. 

 

That our leaders plant seeds of promises that never yield fruits 

Doesn't mean our belly will forever hang on the flag of hunger: 

That we harbour sweat on our faces doesn't mean we are dirty or filthy; 

That we are gambits today doesn't mean tomorrow we can't be Kings or 

Queens. 

 

We are pawns in the game of chess played by political gamblers 

Who water our hopes with crafty lies and baked promises: 

Uncertain of which side of the dice our future will be thrown; 

Still we expect a six as we toss our hope for a greener tomorrow. 
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THE INSPIRED MAD MAN OF POETRY 

OLAJUWON JOSEPH OLUMIDE 

 

"If a man comes to the door of poetry, untouched by the madness of the 

Muses, believing that techniques alone will make him a good poet, he and 

his sane compositions never reach perfection, but are utterly eclipsed by 

the performances of the inspired mad man." – Socrates   

 

Head spinning in the whirlwind of soaring Muse 

At the dawn truncating my tranquil night, 

Terrific sounds belching in elusive roar, 

Its chaos shreds oaks of my serene jungled-heart apart, 

Their thudding quakes the earth – animals on sprints -  

For the god of words evokes madness here in my mind! 

 

Have I not sniffed weeds of metaphors from the literary shrine? 

How this madness gorges into the intestines of my thoughts, 

Taking restive rambles through my arteries and veins! 

Little marvel, my haemoglobin fluids herald danger! 

Gene of puns generate cryptic letters within my soul! 

In my brain a haemorrhage beats rhythmic cacophonies! 

 

Toxic bloodstream possesses prophetic eyes to a stupor, 

Impulsive fury streaming from a poet's subconscious soul  

The transcendence of the elusive realm–a poetry planet 

Where the poetic phantoms haunt to capture realism  

Like I'm lured by an unseen magnet–a fate's dragnet! 

Who'll come to my rescue for a safe home sojourn? 

 

Call me not a bastard nor an orphan, I disown not my parents. 

I only dare to roam a realm their feet never mapped. 

The road to this market of words knows not my mother. 

Neither has my father tasted delicacies fetched down there. 

My mind is a wanderer led by an inquisitive imp within, to an 

Underworld of logos where I murder words sans remorse to resurrect life! 
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HAPPILY EVER AFTER 

HUSSANI ABDULRAHIM 

 

Because happiness is the shape of water, 

Hope is this little light of mine, 

The vortex where a boy in my dreams 

Strings his shadow into the throat of a prayer. 

 

And there is bread and Fanta on every dining table, 

And light bulbs know how to smile in a country like this, 

And mothers don't freeze in the fists of fathers, 

And there are no mourning eyes, no gardens of graves in backyards. 

 

And mango trees are gyrating in the wind 

In symphony with the laughter of boys and girls 

Who all own healthy school bags with Spider-Man logos 

And uniforms that do not have malformed eyes peeping at their behinds. 

 

And there's always a home to return to, 

Someone always waiting, 

Someone always eager to return. 

Is home not kindness and love? 

 

And there are no soldiers in the streets, 

And there is no anguish or smoke or burning, 

Or someone running, or police batons chasing, 

And there is rain, moist sands with children tumbling. 

 

And everything is lush, butterflies waltzing, 

And voices are singing all the love in the world, 

And you want to hold a thousand hands and hug a thousand, 

Because the sky is buzzing and everything is a dream. 
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HOW STARS FALL! 

ABIONA MICHELLE ENIOLA 

 

Bright and beautiful, 

Shining and shimmering, 

Oh! What have they done to you? 

 

Arole rode on the Eagle's wings, 

Ready to take over her domain, 

But the cruel twist of fate  

Left her at the mercy of death. 

Should we then call bravery a curse? 

 

Anwari tragically fell from the US plane, 
He clung to the plane like suckling to their mothers’ breasts. 
Should we blame him for eluding the fear of the known  
and diving through the sea of the unknown? 
I rather give thanks that he escaped helplessness in the hands of the 
Taliban  
and went to pay his maker an everlasting visit. 
 
Uwaila was stripped of her dignity,  
Manhandled and raped by some vicious creatures who call themselves 
humans, 
Perhaps, if they stopped at that junction, I might see them as half 
humans. 
But did they? They murdered her in cold blood. 
Will I then say men are despicable, when my father is a demi-god, 
Or make a decree to put the bouncing babies to death? 
 

When I was young, 

I heard tales of the shooting stars. 

'Make a wish and true shall it come', mother said. 

Here I am, all grown and mature. 

At nights, when the lousy clouds pay the sky no visit, I see twinkles. 

But little did I know they were not shooting, but falling stars 
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EYES THAT SEE 

SHOLA BALOGUN 

 

You are the dance in search of a dancer. 

I have always carried your fire-Cycles 

and the you I drink loudly of your liquid radiation, 

 

your Astrophysical body, the Original moving mathematical explosion 

of Òrìṣhà quantum verses, a very melting Moor-ment: 

 

You sparkle, 

sometimes you thunder, 

 

and those cold nights, reading of our undress rehearsals, 

I was the more myself, completely Outsane, 

your audience and your character actor 

in the dance poem that is you. 

 

You sparkle, 

and the rainbows in you keep falling  

 

all over me. 
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BROOKS AND CROOKS 

AKINLUA OLUWASEUN MERCY 

 

Perhaps, those days may be likened to the pages of an interesting book 

Passed down from one generation to the next, 

Battered and withered from weathering hands of many 

Requiring the mind to figure whatever tracks may have played in the 

album called time. 

 

Or, it could remind one of a Chinese whisper game 

Where the truth gets lost underneath several sheets of rumors, 

Six feet beneath the echoes of what men think they heard; 

Lies, conspiracy, injustice and death blend together with the blades of 

history, 

Carefully interwoven into a discordant single story, or perhaps no story at 

all, 

Which eventually traveled farther than the legs of men. 

 

But when several single stories emerged from every hemisphere, 

It fit imperfectly, forming a picture of a world of head-less creatures. 

Those were moments cowards watched their souls die. 

Yet, a brave few refused to dance to the beat of dwindling dreams 

Despite being served dishes of mail bombs  

Garnished with gunshots and spiced with prison locks. 

And though their souls were left weary in the quest for freedom 

And their bodies emblazoned with burning torches to their back's bark, 

And their spirits drunk with spirits, to drown the waning hope of the 

promised land, 

 

Howbeit, when the desire to live became an anathema to the living, 

Their all-time medley remained 'truth and justice shall prevail', 

Not with wars fought with bombs, tear gas and gunshots, 

Rather, with the pens whose cords were thicker than vocal chords 

One that caused a thousand armed men to tremble, 

An unmatched war, an unparalleled victory. 
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These heroes didn't watch their souls die even when they died. 

Now, shall we be like cowards  

Who exchange their souls for robust accounts and die, still? 

Because those Egyptians they saw then remain right on our heels. 
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OGBANJE 

ONUOHA ANTHONY TOCHUKWU 

 

We return back to mother 

with mutilated bodies, 

yet unbroken spirits. 

A calabash is broken; 

water spills. 

Still, it sojourns, finding cracks to flow into, 

finding voids to fill. 

A fire quenched still can be rekindled. 

An end is another journey 

into a new beginning. 

 

Life is a cycle of birth, death and rebirth. 

A sojourner journeys to the end 

and finds himself again at the center. 

The earth does not reject water. 

The flowers still welcomes the dew 

at the birth of every new morning. 

These scars carved out on my skin black as the night 

are only but symbols of my passage through time. 

My iyi-uwa is still tucked deep in the earth. 

This is me, 

knocking 

for the seventh time... 
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FLAWS 

MOZEEDAT ABDULRASAK KEHINDE 

 

I breathe up, 

Dancing to its warbled melody, 

As the Sun darts forth his beams, 

And I waltz through my Days. 

 

Woven beneath this charisma, 

You see, 

Is a basket of blemish. 

 

I am not an angel! 

Open your heart to see how  

These flaws beautify  

The ocean of my temper. 

 

Head high, 

I profoundly sigh, 

Letting criticisms die. 

So, to the naysayer, this is "Bye!" 

 

I, 

Embracing my flaws, 

Till my Days are through. 
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THE THRENODY OF A BOY 

ABDULKAREEM ABDULKAREEM 

 

Somewhere, a boy, splintered by loss… 

Life stutters in his mouth, his words fall off his mouth 

like glass, and it breaks into shards. 

Somewhere, a flower is a symbol of love, 

that a heart pulls towards another like a magnet 

and in another, it grows after dirges  

fall like a dead man off the cliff of a mouth. 

This boy I'm becoming munches grief  

like a big belly burger, this boy, who carries a hymn 

of broken songs. On rainy days, I stretch my hands  

into the rain, collect its water to wet the Sahara  

of my throat and when I gulp, it tastes saline,  

like my tears, the ones I offer like a daily sacrifice 

to my face. Trace my footpaths; it will lead you into  

an oasis in the middle of a desert. This is the threnody  

of a boy who is an Ash tree in the Autumn of his griefs,  

this boy who nurses the crevice of his heart of stone, 

this boy whose grief is only punctuated with  

commas so it can continue in the later lines of his body. 
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THE DEAD ALSO LAUGH 

OYEDEPO RODAH TOLUWALOPE 

 

Figures of speech 

Make my words 

Help people sum up their courage. 

But they couldn't number my sadness, 

Let alone figure my dying point. 

 

Words escape from my mouth with power, 

Crushing mountains of tribulations. 

But in me, 

Words only build up more mountains 

And valleys of shadows of death. 

 

Each day, like the rising and setting of the sun, 

I deliver happiness to doorsteps, 

But my steps are towards death. 

Making people laugh 

While I die, 

I am just a flashlight 

Which lights for others to die in itself. 

 

My creativity creates for the masses, 

But my best only leads to my death bed, 

For I have given it all  

To others to live on, 

While I die inside. 

 

I am a martyr for the happiness of others. 

I am a man tired of no happiness . 

I am just a dead man laughing out loud 

While I perish,  

Until I go beneath the earth. 
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WORDS 

AKINRINADE FUNMINIYI  ISAAC 

 

In the beginning, God heaved a sigh of words 

and a spectrum of light illuminated the atmosphere. 

Musing on the foundation of words plummets  

Into my mind the framework of spoken alphabets. 

Without words, the world was a sleepy hollow. 

With words, the serpent sneezed a staccato of deceit, 

Driving (wo)man into a catastrophic dungeon.  

 

Sometimes, you lit a fire of harsh words on your tongue; 

Like your shadow, you walk with it everywhere you go. 

You spread a conflagration of choking words 

Ceasing the breath of any being its tentacles touch. 

And when your prayers miss the ears of God, 

You recoil in your skin, speaking scornful words 

To the Potter who moulded your ancestors from clay. 

 

With words, you win worldly wars waged against you.  

With words, you can be shredded like pieces of cloth. 

Words are eggs; b-r-o-k-e-n when dropped on the surface. 

Words are winds blowing your prayers to the ears of God. 

Words are in your silence, in the stillness of your tongue. 

Words are the alphabets expressing your minds on paper.   

Words are the lines and stanzas forming this body of poem. 
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WE BEAR OUR PAIN LIKE AWARDS 

EBIRIM TOCHUKWU PRAISE 

 

to the writer in every girl and boy, to  poets and to me. 
 
I have forgotten what being a "poet" means, 
Or maybe I let pain become my identity. 
They said the best poems were melancholy... 
Sadly, reopening wounds never brought true healing. 
 
Some days, I took steps towards this healing, 
Then turned and walked back the way I came.. 
I find myself searching for the pain; 
Like an award, I must carry it to the next page. 
 
How many times have you forgotten to heal, Dear Poet, 
In the name of writing for the next sad theme?... 
Or maybe we never let ourselves forget... 
We just kindled the painful memories, 
Drawing them out when they were needed 
Till our tears became poetry. 
 
My first poem was titled  "embrace our pain". 
Sadly, it had a different meaning from " face your fears" 
For then we clutched tight to the scars of yesterday... 
Which hands will hold the beauty of today? 
 
For years , I made a space for everything that hurt, 
Gave it a chair to sit on. 
But now, I'm sure I will no longer hold unto this pain... 
When rather, I could walk away. 
 
We can paint our tomorrow, Dear Poet... 
We just need to start by erasing the pain... 
Leaving the scars to tell their own stories, 
But this time.... not as a burden. 
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FOR GIRLS LIKE MY DAUGHTER  

ADESINA AJALA  

 

(& for Iniobong Umoren, tricked, raped, murdered for a non-existing job) 

 

And for Comfort, Uwa, Barakat and others on this long list of grief,  

I raise the candlelight of rage. 

Unleash bluebirds from bloodied throat. 

I mean to say, this poem like a distress tweet, bears the weight of the 

pangs in my soul. 

Sometimes, I lend myself to ha(r)shtags like #justiceforHiny,  

because it is how a woman apprentices to shroud her vulnerability. 

It's how I forbid this insanity from fattening on my silence. 

On Arise TV, my daughter watches an anthology of women  

that fills the TV screen, grim lines on placard,. 

like hens force-moulting, watches a mournful procession shed all its 

somberness  

till dirges wither into protest songs inside their mouths. 

This poem is a protest song. Tonight, my daughter learns this song by 

heart. 

She morphs into a riotous sea, an ocean gyre whirling at its banks. 

Becomes a stampede of questions pressing for truths, 

and a weird silence ties my tongue like the loop of a knot. 

How do I tell my nine-year-old girl that protests are proper ways to 

mourn too? 

How do I explain that this rage is not even for the crushed ones?  

How do I tell her these libations of passion pour in the hope  

that they would offer redemption for the living, for girls like her? 
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A BRIEF PRAYER FOR GRIEF 

SALAMI ALIMOT TEMITOPE 

 

In the pursuit of finding solace 

for a pain standing on our hearts, 

 

like a sturdy tree whose leaves  

are blades making a cut in our hearts, 

 

we forget to say a brief prayer  

for the grief kneeling on the den of our chest. 

 

In this poem, pain comes in like gifts 

with different packages, that's to say, 

 

there's no heart that hasn't housed grief: 

that's: loss of someone, grief over failure, 

 

of depression, and many other things 

that make grief house a garden of trauma 

 

in our hearts. What's too heavy  

for the body to carry is pain?  

 

The body can only be at ease  

when the mind feels tranquil.  

 

I clasp my hands in supplication for the grief 

that's almost making a home 

 

in my heart, in order to sit 

like a bird finding solace on its nest. 

 

Lord, purify my heart and wash away 

my grief that scorches like a bonfire. 
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Like rainfall, like the sea, like the flowing stream, 

wash me into a new being, liberated from the grasp of grief. 

 

In this poem, I say goodbye to grief: 

for it’s embarking on a journey  

of no return, away from my heart.  
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WE ARE THE WORLD 

NYAUDO AMOS 

 

We are the world 

And the world is us. 

The colour it wears  

Is the colour our hands paint it, 

The speed it runs  

Is the rate we drive it, 

The power it has  

Is the power we confer it. 

The world is at war  

Because men think it, 

Their actions trigger it. 

The world is at peace  

Because men fight for it. 

We are the world 

And the world is us. 

We can make or mar it. 

The world is what men are, 

And what men really are 

Is seen in the world they live in. 

For society is a reflection  

Of what man truly is,  

Feels, thinks and does. 

And what society looks like 

Is the decoration of a man 

Pictured and painted in his mind 
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Dear Reader,  

Thank you for reading this chapbook. 

The monthly Brigitte Poirson Poetry Contest (BPPC) is a 
writing contest aimed at rewarding the under-appreciated 
talent of young Nigerian poets. It was instituted in February 
2015 in honour of Brigitte Poirson, a French poet, editor, and 
lecturer, who has over the years worked assiduously to 
promote and support of African poetry. You too can be a 
part of the BPPC initiative by entering your poems for any 
of the monthly editions.  

Also note that any writer can have their works published on 
our platforms by simply submitting your entries on our 
website https://www.wrr.ng/submit/. We receive 
fiction (short stories), poetry and non-fiction (essays on 
writing, book reviews, and interviews with other witters, 
etc.). 

If you enjoyed teasing this chapbook, do not forget to share 
the download link with your friends. You can also get other 
free chapbooks HERE. 

We also welcome comments. Email info@wrr.ng. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

https://web.facebook.com/brigitte.poirson
https://www.wrr.ng/category/news/call-for-submissions/
https://www.wrr.ng/category/news/call-for-submissions/
https://www.wrr.ng/submit/
https://www.wrr.ng/download/
https://www.wrr.ng/download/
mailto:info@wrr.ng
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Are you looking for quality publishing services in Nigeria? 
Try Authorpedia Publishers, the publishing imprint of Words 
Rhymes & Rhythm Publishers. We are a young publishing 
and educational company involved in the discovery, 
development, and promotion of young literary talents.  

As publishers, we provide affordable and customizable 
Assisted-Authorship Publishing (AAP) services to independent 
authors. To us, publishing for a client is not just printing a 
book and delivering it. We stay with the author from 
conception to production. 

We organize several prestigious writing competitions and 
youth-targeted programmes like the YouthNgage Project, 
Green Author Prize (GAP), the monthly Brigitte Poirson 
Poetry Prize (BPPC), the Albert Jungers Poetry Prize (AJPP), 
the Eriata Oribhabor Poetry Prize (EOPP) and an annual 
literary festival – FEAST OF WORDS. 

We are ready to assist your authorship goals. Visit 
AUTHORPEDIA.NET/PUBLISHING/ to get started. Or email 
us at publishing@authorpedia.net. 

AUTHORPEDIA.NET/PUBLISHING/
mailto:publishing@authorpedia.net

